Model Driven Architecture (MDA™) Technology

EDCubed has developed an in-house tool that applies the MDA based technology as described by the Object Management Group™ (OMG™). The developer only needs to be concerned about providing the platform independent business requirements. Once available, any desired code can be generated for the full 100%. The generation process only takes minutes! This technology enables EDCubed to achieve an unparalleled productivity of up to 2 hours per function point.

EDCubed began developing the MDA tool ‘TET™’ in 1997. Since then EDCubed is commercially offering the model driven methodology to the market. Our customers have embraced it. As Johann Larsson, Manager System Development & Maintenance of Postgirot Bank, states:

‘EDCubed makes developing your systems the least of your problems’
What can EDCubed do for you?

EDCubed builds back office solutions based on your specific needs. Remarkably, our technology provides custom-made solutions for only the costs of a standard package. Due to our extensive experience with back office solutions for financial institutes we also provide best practice knowledge.

EDCubed has extensive experience building innovative:
- Payment clearing and settlement systems
- Security trading systems
- Mortgage systems
- Portfolio management systems
- Interfaces between systems

Guaranteed cost reduction with EDCubed

Delivering more functionality with lower budgets, this sounds like a contradiction that calls for an innovative solution. EDCubed delivers this.

Our technology and project approach delivers custom made software at a standard software price in an unprecedented timeframe. This not only saves you money, it gives you a real opportunity to tackle other high priority projects in your IT portfolio. We are so convinced about our ability that we engage on a fixed price/fixed time basis.

Cost reduction up to 50% is attainable